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Abstract

We describe the Sail Labs Media Mining System (MMS)
aimed at the transcription of Castilian Spanish broadcast-
news. In contrast to previous systems, the focus of this
system is on Spanish as spoken on the Iberian Peninsula as
opposed to the Americas. We discuss the development of a
Castilian Spanish broadcast-news corpus suitable for training
the various system components of the MMS and report on the
development of the speech-recognition component using the
newly established corpora.

1. Introduction

The Sail Labs Media Mining System (MMS) is primarily
targeted at the transcription of broadcast-news. The latest in a
series of systems was built for use with Castilian Spanish
spoken on the Iberian Peninsula. This contrasts our system
with the set of Spanish speech-recognition systems developed
previously in the course of the Spanish Hub4-Sp evaluations,
which were targeting various Spanish dialects spoken in the
Americas.

2. Approach and Technologies

MMS comprises a series of technologies based on BBN’s
Rough’n’Ready [1,2,3] suite of technologies and components.
In addition to the speech-recognition component, speaker-
change detection (SCD,[4]), speaker-clustering and speaker-
ID (SID) [5], detection of named-entities (NED,[6]) and
topic-detection (TD, [7]) were also trained using our newly
established corpus and integrated into the running system.
Together these components produce a comprehensively
indexed file from the input media stream in realtime, whose
contents are transferred to a server for later search and
retrieval. In the following we describe the new corpus and the
development of the speech-recognition component. SCD,
SID, NED and TD were also trained on this new corpus and
form part of the running system; however, due to lack of
space these components will have to be described elsewhere.

3. Corpora

Previous systems targeting broadcast-news transcription in
Spanish were almost exclusively created in the scope of the
DARPA Hub4-Sp evaluation (e.g. [8]) The corpora used for
these evaluations were distributed by the LDC and comprised
about 30 hours of audio data (speech and corresponding
transcriptions) as well as approximately 157M words of
newspaper and newswire texts. As these LDC corpora were
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ted with a focus on Latin American Spanish, and
rmore as the corpora are no longer available through
we opted to create our own Spanish corpora collecting

transcribing broadcast-news programs from various
sh TV stations over a period of several months.

udio Corpus

sent, our Spanish audio corpus consists of data of two
sh TV stations: EuroNews and TVE. We recorded
s news programs of these TV stations covering a variety
akers, topics, channel- and background conditions. The
ription as well as annotation was done by means of the
criber Tool [9], which generates a textual representation

L format of each episode as well as tags for speaker
names, genders and topics. Table 1 lists the amount of

tic data collected. A randomly selected portion of the
s was dedicated for training purposes and the
lementing portion for test purposes.

EuroNews TVE Total
ing 23:52 7:05 30:57
ng 1:29 1:27 2:56

25:21 8:32 33:53

Table 1: overview of audio corpus

data only form the first step in establishing a larger
s of Castilian-Spanish broadcast-news data. The initial
ations were chosen in the scope of current commercial
st and will be extended.

ext Corpus

extual data used in our system come from publicly
ble resources, such as the Spanish newspaper El País as
as from a collaborative effort with a Spanish partner
any. Table 2 lists the amount of text available for the
ent portions of our text corpus.

e Amount
ís 40M
riódico de Catalunya 14.8M
rs 2.1M
d Texts 650K

57.55M

Table 2: overview of text corpus



From the above text corpora, 103k words were annotated with
named-entities as used in the DARPA MUC evaluations.
These data serve as a training and test corpus for our NED
component.

4. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)

The speaker-independent, large-vocabulary speech recognizer
of the Sail Labs Media Mining System (BBN’s Byblos[1]) is
based on continuous density Hidden Markov Models and n-
gram models of language using full-forms of words. Training
of the acoustic models includes waveform analysis, feature
extraction and parameter estimation of various types of
HMM-based acoustic models and their relationships. The
language model is based on uni-, bi- and trigram probabilities
and was trained from our text corpus and the transcriptions of
the audio training portion of the acoustic training data. A
back-off strategy as described in [10] was employed for
smoothing the language model probabilities.

4.1.1. Acoustic Models

Speech recognition takes place in a multi-pass approach with
more complex models being used at every progressive stage.
MLLR-adaptation [11] is applied at every stage of decoding.
Tri- and quin-phone acoustic models were trained, all from a
“flat-start”, that is no prior system was used in preparing the
acoustic data for model training. Several cross-word and non-
crossword models of differing size and complexity with
regard to clustering were built.

4.1.2. Phone-Alphabet

In building our Spanish system, the first decision that had to
be taken was on the inventory of phone-models to be used. A
representation of the International Phonetic Alphabet – in a
format modified to be usable with standard ASCII characters
– was available to us, as well as a text-to-pronunciation tool
emitting pronunciations in this particular alphabet. We
decided to use a rather “broad” set of phonemes and simplify
the phone-alphabet due to the limited amount of time
available to build the system, the fact that (initially) audio
training data would be limited to no more than 30 hours of
speech and that no information regarding a speaker’s dialect
would be available. Simplification in this case means that for
example we disregard stress or supra-segmental features in the
generated pronunciations. As a consequence, we have to rely
on the language model to distinguish between words that only
differ in their accentuation, e.g. esta vs está. Furthermore we
opted to model the phone [θ] as an allophone of the phoneme
/s/. The pronunciation of this phoneme is generally
determined by the area of Spain a speaker comes from:
speakers of central and northern regions of Spain will
pronounce the phoneme as [θ] whereas speakers of a large
dialect of Castilian Spanish spoken in the southern region of
Spain (Andalucía) will pronounce the same phoneme as [s], a
phenomenon commonly referred to as seseo. Speakers of this
region also exhibit a general characteristic of consonantal
weakening, for example the realization of syllable-final /s/ as
[h]. These phenomena are not explicitly modeled in our
system and have to be accounted for by the different
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onic realizations of our acoustic prototypes. Our final
-alphabet thus consists of 22 consonants and 5 vowels
phonemes for non-speech and silence. The phonemes

grouped into 28 classes motivated linguistically by place
anner of articulation. These classes serve to establish
ntext for tying during acoustic model creation.

Language Model

in the language model, all text coming from the sources
in section 3.2 and the manual transcriptions of the
g portion of the audio training corpus were used
er 229k words of text).
o the inhomogeneous nature of our data sources, we
d a two level approach for processing textual data. In a

tep we converted the different text formats to a common
d-up XML format which we refer to as LM-XML. This
ries to identify the “usual suspects” requiring special
or tokenization, such as dates, amounts, proper names,
viations, acronyms and sentence markers. The resulting
can be viewed and attributes may be changed. In a

d step the marked-up text is then converted into text
is used directly by the lm-training programs. Figure 1

ys a sample of marked-up LM-XML.

se><CaseNatural replacement="si" word="Si"/>
más información
punction canEndPhrase="0" value=","/>
reviation abbrev="Ud." canEndPhrase="1"
aturalize="yes" expand="yes" expansion="Usted"/>
contactarse con…

Figure 1: sample of LM-XML

o the fact that sources differed quite heavily with regard
ndards on spelling, especially on the (non-) use of
ts and the spelling of foreign names, a further
rdization step was applied to all text resources before

ssing them further. A total of over 1500 mappings
ding up to 7 different spellings of a single underlying

was constructed for this step by a semi-automatic
ss: some spellings could be corrected automatically as
cented or non-accented version of a word did not form a
Spanish word, some had to be sorted out and decided
manually. Finding the correct spelling with regard to
ts was especially important, as mentioned before, stress
represented in the pronunciations and we have to rely
on the language model to favor the correct word in a

context.

Vocabulary

ing the text pre-processing steps outlined above, all text
onverted, counted and combined in a weighted manner.
ost frequent words of the text corpus resources and all
of the manual transcriptions were chosen to form the

nition vocabulary. Missing pronunciations for frequent
were created using the automatic tool and the resulting

nciations converted into our alphabet. Repeating this
ss several times and increasing the vocabulary size to
acceptable coverage rates resulted in a vocabulary of



some 73k words. Coverage on the test set at different
vocabulary sizes is depicted in Figure 2 below. The TVE- and
EuroNews portions of the test set behave almost identically,
with TVE getting slighly better coverage at smaller vocabulary
sizes and EuroNews at larger vocabulary sizes.
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Figure 2:coverage on test sets at different vocabulary sizes

4.1.5. Dealing with Clitica

A phenomenon of the Spanish language are clitic-pronouns:
particles attached to various forms of verbs marking the direct
and indirect objects. Clitic-pronouns form a prosodic entity
with the verb and, in the case of enclitics, are not lexically
separated. They attach to several forms of a verb: the
infinitive, gerund and imperative-form. The valency of the
verb determines the types of objects that can be realized as
clitic-pronouns. For example, the gerund-form dando (of the
verb dar, to give) may change to “dándolo” (giving it),
“dándote” (giving you) or even dándotelo (giving it to you).

Using a full-form lexicon (as is the case in our present
recognizer) adding many cliticized forms of the same verb
leads to an inflation of the vocabulary. Thus we tried to
“split” the clitic-pronouns off, thereby creating a verbform
followed by one or two pronouns. In case a clitic-pronoun is
split-off, the accent-marker on the remaining verbform may
have to be adjusted on the resulting spelling (e.g. dándote ->
dando te). Using a script and our dictionary we tried to detect
potential candidates for cliticized-verbforms in our language
modeling texts. We opted to accept a certain class of splits
automatically and verified a second set of splits manually,
yielding a total of about 11k cliticized verbforms. These splits
were then applied to all language model training texts
marking the split-off pronouns specially to distinguish them
from their non-clitic counterparts. All texts were then
recounted and the recognizer vocabulary was recreated much
the same way as before. Coverage of the vocabulary after
splitting clitic-pronouns off is depicted in figure 3. The same
level of coverage can be achieved with a vocabulary of 62k
entries treating clitic-pronouns as separate words as compared
to 73k entries for a vocabulary including the cliticized verbs.
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e 3:coverage on test sets at different vocabulary sizes for
stem using clitic-pronouns as separate words

cognition time, the pronouns containing the special
r are re-attached to the preceeding word.

ng clitica this way would make the verbs and attached
uns prime candidates for a class language model.
ver, this feature is currently not supported by the speech
nizer in use, so we have to rely on individual statistics
ted per verbform and the respective pronouns.

Speech Recognition Results

our systems, the one containing cliticized verbs and the
aving the clitic-pronouns split-off and treated as separate
, were evaluated against our test-set. The resulting
s are depicted in table 3 below.

Set / WER cliticized-verbs separate clitic-
pronouns

ews 14.2% 14.4%
21.1% 20.7%

age 16.69% 16.64%

Table 3: recognition results for system with and
without clitic-pronouns as separate words

ating the results and not taking casing errors into
nt (as done in the Hub4Sp evaluations) the error rates
e as shown in table 4 below.

Set / WER cliticized verbs separate clitic
pronouns

ews 13.5% 13.8%
20.5% 20.1%

age 16.0% 16.04%

Table 4: recognition results for systems with and
ithout clitic-pronouns as separate words using case

insensitive scoring



At identical levels of coverage, the system using cliticized-
verbs and the system treating clitic-pronouns as separate
words are about on par with regard to recognition accuracy.

For comparison we also built a system using cliticized
verbforms with a reduced vocabulary size of 62k entries. This
system yields a coverage only slightly worse than the
corresponding system with a vocabulary of 73k entries:
99.3% compared to 99.6%. As expected, the WER of this
system is also almost identical to the larger, cliticized-verb-
using system: 16.8% vs. 16.7%.

Even though cliticization is a very common and pervasive
process in Spanish, our test set does not contain a large
number of cliticized verbs (only about 20 vs. a total of more
than 20k words in the full test set). This could be due to our
imperfect way of detecting and processing cliticized-verbs or
an artifact of the test set itself. At any rate, the resulting
impact on recognition accuracy on this test set by handling
the clitic-pronouns as separate words is very weak. In the
absence of a class language model, the question also arises as
to whether the estimated probabilities of the individual
verbforms and their following clitic-pronouns would be
robust enough to counteract the effect of weakening the
language model context.

We still believe that handling this phenomenon explicitly,
thereby increasing the size of the effective vocabulary
(additional words which can be formed from verbs and clitic-
pronouns), will lead to improved system performance in the
field. It also leads to an immediate benefit for deployed
systems, as models can be made smaller and faster processing
due to decreased vocabulary size is possible. Further
investigation and an increase of test data is required to verify
this hypothesis.

5. Conclusion

We described the creation of a new Castilian-Spanish corpus
of broadcast-news data usable for training ASR, SID, SCD,
NED and TD systems and the development of the ASR
component of our media mining system using these newly
collected corpora. The explicit treatment of clitic-pronouns as
a common phenomenon in Spanish was compared to an
approach where the cliticized verbs were used as such.
Performance of the resulting systems was found to be on par
at different vocabulary sizes. However, due to the ubiquity of
cliticization we believe the explicit handling will improve
system performance in the field. Employing a class language
model should further enhance performance. Smaller models
and faster processing are an immediate benefit to be gained
from treating clitica explicitly. The next steps in the
development of our Castilian-Spanish system will be the
further training and development of system components and
the extension of the corpus to a broader range of TV stations
and programs. Likewise, the test set will be increased to verify
the predicted behavior with regard to clitica.
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